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Welcome to Kung Fu Breakfast Issue #19 Blue
What is going on at Kung Fu Breakfast? Fuuuuck. What isn’t? Last
month’s “Cult Occult II” was a big success but the big highlight for me personally was my trip to Washington DC where I
met with Kung Fu Breakfast contributor and our webmaster-to-be
Alex Zaslow to preview graphics for the new website. I’ve sworn
a sacred oath to keep things under wraps, but needless to say
there was some absolutely beautiful work.
This month we turn our attention to Blue. Blue is absolutely
fascinating because it represents sadness and bliss, light and
pigment. It’s the ocean and the sky (for now).
In Western culture it is by far the most popular color. I think
it’s how we feel and how we want to feel regardless of whether those are the same or not. Hitler believed along with blonde
hair that blue eyes represented superiority. When I was a kid my
Mother used to tell me that my eyes were “true blue” and I swear
up until a maybe 10 years ago, I actually believed that was a
real color (though I suppose that’s no more strange than Prussian Blue or Dodger Blue). Blue has always been my favorite
color. I’ve told people every now and then that it’s black or
red, but it’s really not. It’s blue. Blue is piercing, haunting, calming, morose, joyful, blissful, and so many other feelings. Blue has this ability to jump out at you and yet also
blend in because of its normalcy. It’s great as a predominant
color or an accent and there’s no poor color combo when blue is
involved. In fact, shades of blue go beautifully together. Picasso used so much blue that it wound up representing an entire
period in his artistic career. In the Russian language there is
no one word for blue but rather different names for different
shades of blue.
Why is blue such a powerful color?
The Kung Fu Breakfast crew seeks to explore this question in one
of our most minimalist issues to date. Stay
tuned next month as things get politically
charged when we revisit the year of my birth and
a vision of a dystopia that we may not be far
away from now, 1984. But for now, enjoy Blue!
Jay Kantor
Skunk-As-Fuck-Editor-In-Chief
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Blue
By Ann Strucke
Another blue
Iii dive into you
fiery eyes’ self sabotage serene
a dousing love
lives for the simmer
an electric storm
with dreams of winter
an agaric ecstatic releasing spores
sighing bursting pore by pore
the sweetest release
when the smoke recedes
azure warmed
the spark deceased
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Marina and the Fish
If a spoon falls accidentally to the floor, expect female guests.
Do not lick knives, or you will become angry.
In Russian, Vod means water and ka is an affectionate ending so Vodka in Russian means something
like “cute little baby water.”
I know these things because my girlfriend was born in Moscow. Actually she’s not my girlfriend
she’s just this girl I see sometimes. In fact I see her a lot of the time because she lives only three blocks
away, although sometimes I don’t see her for weeks at all. And I didn’t mean “just this girl” in a bad
way or in a derogatory chauvinistic pig-headed asshole kind of way (I like to think I’m nearly devoid
of misogynistic tendencies), and I didn’t mean to say “because she lives three blocks away” as if I
wouldn’t want to see her otherwise, but you can’t argue that it’s not awfully convenient. Anyway, she’s
just this girl to you cause you don’t know her. Her name is Marina. Mareeeeena. My roommate says it
doesn’t sound like a Russian name, but if you have the accent right it does. Marina, like where the sea
meets the land, like someone who welcomes a ship home from a long voyage, who’s part of the deep
dark sweet wet water of the ocean next to the dry, dry land. I’d like to be your marina, Marina. I’d welcome you home and love you even in your wettest ways but I couldn’t change them though I’d try.
You don’t like to sunbathe.
You don’t like to swim either, but you love to drown.
Marina hasn’t spoken to me in one month, three days and several hours. That is because one
month, three days and several more hours ago we had a fight and she ran away from me. Ran from the
bar we were frequenting at the corner of Driggs and Greenpoint Avenue down to where our bikes were
tied up somewhere on the eastern edge of McCarren Park and then rode her bicycle all the way to the
mouth of the Brooklyn Bridge, right sidelong into a truck with big black letters spelling LIVE FISH, a
truck which was probably making routine restaurant deliveries in the early hours of the morning until it
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hit a drunk girl on a bicycle. I know this because I followed her all the way there on my bike and saw it
happen: the truck swerving, avoiding hitting her head on but still failing to miss her entirely and the car
on the other side slowing down but not in time and ramming into the truck; I saw the cargo slide out,
the water and fish spill onto the street, filling the potholes in the road so they reflected the sky greyyellow before dawn and the rest flowing out into the East River, the fish flopping on the pavement, free
but not free. And when I saw this I stopped thinking about Marina which is usually all I think about and
thought about the time when I was five and I swallowed my sister’s goldfish whole and could feel it
swimming around in my stomach, knowing it was turning into golden goo. And the man from the truck
came over and yelled something at me but I couldn’t understand because I was thinking about eating
fish. But he insistently pointed towards the small body next to his hefty truck and that’s when I saw
Marina. But even then all I could think was how sweet she looked lying on the ground, like she wasn’t
even hurt at all. I mean, I knew that she was not just lying in the middle of the road sprawled out next
to her bike taking a nap, but I almost believed that she was just resting, or at least pretending, that any
second now she would jump up and say “gotcha!” But then the police cars were there and the ambulances, and when they picked her up and put her on the stretcher I saw the back of her head was bloody
and her blonde hair was all pink, which she would have liked if she could have seen it. I wished she
could have seen it like that, all pink. And then the policeman was yelling at me too.
“Is this your girlfriend?” he grunted
I wasn’t sure what to tell him.
“Is this your girlfriend?”
The question just didn’t have an easy answer for me.
“Sir, is this young lady your girlfriend?”
So I said something that was technically though not emotionally true like what I said to you towards the
beginning of this story:
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“No!” I yelled over the sirens and the honking cars.
“No, sir! She’s just this girl I see sometimes.”
The police officer looked at me like I was the biggest asshole in the world, which at that moment
I probably was, but you can’t tell the truth in one word about someone like Marina. “Yes” or “No”
wouldn’t have covered it. The entire English language would not have covered it. Maybe Russian
would have done it, but I don’t speak Russian. I couldn’t tell him how I coaxed her to bed each night
waiting in line for her attention behind several cigarettes and an oversized glass of vodka like she was
a child begging for one more snack one more story before bedtime before she was finally drunk enough
to pass out how her body was so heavy those nights like she was dead heavy like she probably was now
on the stretcher how I wished I was that stretcher so she would be lying on me so I would be holding
her up carrying her somewhere safe where they could help her someplace where you couldn’t smoke
inside and they didn’t serve alcohol and if she passed out she had a cot with bright white sheets to
swathe her in how cute she was when she drank tea sipping it through a sugar cube held expertly in her
front teeth and how some mornings she wouldn’t let me leave the bed even to pee because she needed
to be held that badly and that I wanted to do it to hold my pee so I could hold her how when we danced
she coyly brought herself closer then further away from my body leading herself around me because
I’m a hopeless dancer how she wouldn’t be my girlfriend because she didn’t want me to ever be her
ex anything and besides she was no good for me because I was not like her and she was going on a
long dark journey to hell and according to her I couldn’t come even if I wanted to because I was going
other places I was a Math major undergrad for Christ sake and a “together” person and she would ruin
me or resent me or both. You couldn’t tell even one of those things to a cop. And besides, if I had told
him I would have been breaking Marina’s advice. “Deny ‘til you die,” she said, “Any feeling you have,
any thing that you want any true dream that you keep deny ‘til you die. That way they can’t hurt you.”
She always punctuated this with a smile and sip of whatever beverage of the moment was marring the
picture of her pretty little hands. I wasn’t sure who “they” were, but I thought cops were a pretty good
facsimile. So I did not tell any of the how’s to the cop and consequently I did not ride with Marina
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to the hospital and I did not wait outside her room to see the doctors and nurses and family members
walking quietly in and out talking in hushed voices. I just stood there watching the sun rise, the water
in the potholes turning to golden pools and the fish scales gleaming in the morning sun.
Marina was always getting hit on whenever we’d go out. We’d be sitting at the bar and I’d go
to the bathroom or outside to smoke a cigarette and inevitably when I came back there’d be a guy
hovering, asking her name and telling her he likes her haircut. It’s always about her hair, which is boy
short and blonde, or her eyes, which are nearly lidless and almond shapes and blue. It’s a law in Russia that if your name is Marina you have to have blue eyes. They have a lot of laws in Russia and that
is just one of them. These guys would just stare at Marina’s Russian-blue eyes and the other pieces
of her face, I mean her nose and lips and cheeks and such, which altogether suit her pretty nicely and
the rest of her which is pretty swell-looking as well, especially her butt which is unexpectedly large.
One time my friend Josh was over and the three of us went out and he asked if it was okay if he went
for her and I had to say okay because I don’t know we’re not exactly together and who am I to decide
for Marina what she does with other people but that just made Marina mad when I told her because it
made her feel like I didn’t care about her. And actually this is the fight we were having when Marina
ran away from the bar. Because as it turns out I wasn’t as cool with everyone hitting on her as I thought
I was and when Josh left I got kind of pissed about it and started yelling at her. I was sitting at the bar
and she came over from where she was, flirting with some dude with a massive Bonny Billy beard and
stupidly skinny jeans, and she hugged me around the waist from behind. “Will you stop putting your
hands all over me?” I said. “Look, I know you’re a commodity. Everyone in this bar is staring at you.
Why don’t you go fuck someone else? How about that guy? Or that guy? Actually, it doesn’t matter to
you does it? Doesn’t matter to me. Any guy will do. Josh would do. Why didn’t you leave with him?
Or better yet, I can call him back. He can’t be far. What do you think? You want me to call him back?”
At first I didn’t think she was going to say anything. And then I thought she was going to cry. Her voice
had that hard edge like she was just barely keeping it together, but she didn’t break yet. I didn’t know
I was capable of something like that, hurting someone I loved just because they weren’t acting how I
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wanted them to. But I wanted her and she just wouldn’t let herself be mind. “Fuck off,” she said, and
pushed her way through outside. I started yelling after her, “What did you think? That I was jealous?
You’ve totally misread me. You’re such a narcissistic moron. You think it’s a privilege to be with you?
I just wanted you to leave me alone. I was having a fine time at this bar and then you had to come hang
all over me....” That’s something else I learned from Marina, how to make someone feel like shit for
showing affection. And I would have taken it all back but by this point she was already bolting out of
the bar, sobbing now, running down through the park. I was chasing after her thinking what an asshole
I was being and that she was probably pretty drunk and even if I was angry it would be irresponsible
to let her run off like that. I caught up with her at our bikes, catty-corner to the Eagle’s Nest where we
had started our night so many hours before, getting pints2go and sitting in the park swatting mosquitoes, attempting to flick them into each other’s beer-filled Styrofoam cups, laughing. I tried to get her
to stop, make up with me, calm down and go back to the bar. But she wouldn’t. She just rode away,
against traffic down Bedford, which is when I realized just how impaired she actually was because she
fell three times in that first block. Each time the bike slid out from under her she acquired a new set
of scrapes on her hands and arms, like the proud badges of a child who has just removed her training
wheels. By the third fall I had caught up to her but she ignored my plea for her to please stay off the
bike. I told her I’d call a car to take her home, take her anywhere, but she just re-straddled the bike and
after an initial slow, weaving start seemed to catch her stride and rode aggressively away without acknowledging me. I though for a moment that I would just let her go on alone, but I imagined she would
want me to follow her, and if she needed me how could I refuse to help her? I could hardly believe that
she had actually gotten herself hit, and that right now she was in an ambulance headed to the emergency room while I, far from being any help to her, was still at the Bridge, left behind in the debris of the
accident.
I picked up Marina’s bike. There wasn’t a scratch on it, which made me want to throw the piece
of crap into the river. I restrained myself because, well, she loved that bike, all vintage and cherry-red,
and I rode it to her apartment instead. Marina had a sublet in Bed-Stuy, a basement room in an apart-
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ment she shared with a woman who was a performance artist, but made her money mostly as a dominatrix. The apartment was littered with the most fascinating professional accoutrement, various chains
and black patent leather whips. Marina used to dress up in the stuff and parade down Nostrand Avenue
wearing those steel nipple pointy leather bras and stilettos, getting a rise out of everyone she passed until her roommate found out and nearly kicked her out. I went down to Marina’s room, which was small
and low ceilinged but snug with stacks of bricks and stained wood planks for bookshelves on three
sides, a large tapestry of the tree of life on the ceiling, a double mattress on the floor and different sized
pillows everywhere. The room also had half a dozen ashtrays, all full, PBR cans similarly employed
in a cigarette catching capacity, mugs with dried up tea bags and an entirely drunk bottle of Stoli. Her
bedding was off the bed and her clothes were crumpled in heaps around the room. I picked up a bowl
of half eaten chili and the spoon fell to the floor. “Expect female guests,” I said, and started to cry. Suddenly I couldn’t stand anymore. I collapsed onto Marina’s bare mattress and fell asleep.
When I woke up the basement was black except for the light on the tank for Marina’s pet turtle.
That’s weird, I thought, wondering why I hadn’t noticed the tank when I had come in earlier. There was
just one small turtle in it, and Marina had named him David, the same as her ex boyfriend. “That way,”
she said, “if I accidentally call you David, you’ll know I’m talking about the turtle.” I started shaking
some food into the tank for David, but when I looked inside all I could see were the fish from the accident dancing before my eyes like the bright lights of a silent migraine. I turned the light off on in the
tank, allowing my eyes a moment of rest in complete darkness before heading upstairs.
A car stereo outside blasted “Do You Think You’re Better Off Alone.” Beyond the shelter of the
basement I realized that it was one of those evenings where the temperature didn’t slack off at all from
midday, and the air practically wrapped itself around you, one hot humid blanket. Even my short walk
home was going to be sticky. I scribbled a note on the table for the roommate, explaining Marina’s
expected absence and asking her to feed the fish. I noticed a ConEdison bill in Marina’s name. “She has
to live to pay that bill,” I thought.
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When I stepped onto the block, all the fire hydrants were wrenched open, water spraying forcefully out into the street from earlier in the evening when the kids on the block were still running
through them trying to cool off, and the whole neighborhood was out on their front stoops, barbequing
on lawns where they had them and sidewalks where they didn’t. Now the car radios were silent and
everyone was inside, but the water from hydrants continued to gush out forcefully then stream more
gently downhill. I lay down in the crook of the street where it dipped down and met the sidewalk and
let the water just wash over me. I thought about the fact that human beings are mostly water. Isn’t that
what they say? That we’re something like 70 or 80% water? Maybe more. I thought, what if the parts
of me that were water could roll down the street? What would be left of me? Some hair, some oil, some
dried out pieces of flesh. I could cut my wrists like this was a bathtub and let myself drain out. I wondered what percentage of Marina was water and what percentage was alcohol? If Marina’s blood was
running downhill and I drank it would it get me drunk? I thought about how we loved all the wrong
people and all the wrong things. How I loved Marina and she loved getting drunk. How my ex girlfriend loved me and probably somebody else loved her but she couldn’t love him because she loved me
and I couldn’t love her because I loved Marina. And all the misplaced love made me want to lie there
on the street forever, imagining the fluid draining from my body. I didn’t know if I had loved Marina
too much or too little. Was it too much because now she was maybe going to die and all that love would
have been wasted or was it too little because now she was maybe going to die and I wouldn’t have the
chance to give her any more? I looked up at the sky and it wasn’t as dark as it should have been because of the light pollution. And I thought it was weird that on a small scale light illuminated things but
that hundreds of thousands of lights could get together and obscure things. Obscure things as bright as
stars. Light obscuring light. Like the light through the window on the computer or TV screen. I remembered one night lying next to Marina, not touching. Sometimes she went to bed naked. Sometimes she
went to bed in a giant t-shirt with an octopus stuffed animal. Sometimes she went to bed still in her
clothes. That night was one of those nights. She wouldn’t let me sleep on the couch, but she wouldn’t
let me hold her either. I was going crazy inside. “My body screams for you,” I said. “My body screams
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for alcohol,” she replied. It hurt, but it was true. “I wish you weren’t such a drunk,” I said. That hurt
too, but it was also true. It’s another law in Russia that you say a lot of things to hurt the people you
love. Or maybe that’s a law in America. Or maybe everywhere. Sometimes I get confused. Marina used
to come to me with all her cuts and bruises, even the minor ones. It was a way of making me look at
her body, her skin. She never complained about them. She just wanted them acknowledged, examined.
Like the night she threw the bottle of vodka against the wall. (Though not until after she emptied it.)
And a shard flew back at her and made the tiniest of cuts in the biggest of veins in her foot and blood
was coming rhythmically out of her body and once we stopped the flow I held her foot elevated for
hours so her blood wouldn’t make pool after pool on the floor. So all the watery parts of her wouldn’t
leek out and roll away. . . .
Why hadn’t I followed Marina to the hospital? Was it because I knew this time that kisses would
not be enough. That I couldn’t just hold her foot above her heart and stop the bleeding. That maybe
nothing would be enough. I would never get to kiss her skinned knees and hands. I would never wash
the blood from her hair and trace the scar on her head. Or touch any other part of her for that matter.
That even if she woke up, she might remember that I had been following her and wonder why I hadn’t
come to the hospital, why I hadn’t even called to see if she was okay. That even if she lived, she would
probably never let me kiss her again. Or maybe I realized that it had never been enough. No matter
where I touched her, it was never the right place. I couldn’t find the bruises and scrapes that mattered
because they were hidden deep inside her. But the thing about Marina, she always seems to want you to
try. And when you can’t make someone better, the least you can do is rock her gently in your arms.
In Russia there is a saying about sugar: white like snow, in favor with everyone. Still, her name
is like a sweet lump of sugar in my mouth: Marina, Marina, Marina, Marina, Marina, that name so emblazoned in my brain that when I’m trying to remember anything else all I can think is “Marina.”
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Rachel in a blue dress.
I saw her on her porch, as I drove by. I was eating a loaf of jewish braided challah bread in my car. It was
almost Easter, which meant that it was almost Passover too. I had a mind to keep driving. She had lost weight.
The dress was a long royal blue dress covered in sequins with cut outs on either side of her waist, bearing her
soft tan skin. She, with her platinum hair, was moving on her porch as if addressing adoring fans. No one was
there, but it didn’t matter. She was ravishing. I left, but I came back to write a message with the loaf of bread. I
wanted her to know it was me. and how beautiful she looked in that royal blue. As a broke the bread and assembled them into letters, I imagined the look on her face when she found this. This communication was so typical
me. “To hell with the birds” I thought.
I felt she was getting ready to leave for someplace, so I hurried. But as I hastily broke into the last bit of bread
to begin the final letter formation, a group of her friends came tumbling out the door. I was discovered. So
naked feeling on my knees there with a pile of bread in front of me. They were a wall of questioning faces and
told me to go on inside to see her. I think they thought what I was doing was strange, but then again, they didn’t
know me from the wind. I was hesitant at first and almost followed in their path away from the house. I decided
my plan was not as important as this chance.
So I went inside. I was first greeted by her childhood dog, or was it mine. It seemed like Sally, and I felt at
home. It was good to embrace an old friend, and the exchange of unconditional love, a necessary healing. I
sensed the warmth and smell of old area rugs. My attention moved to a blue figure on the ground.
Rachel was in a ball on the floor wearing another royal blue dress she had changed into. This dress hugged her
figure well, stretching with her gently writhing body. Upon closer inspection, it became clear that she was reveling in a yoga position, and she looked content. With a lightness, I ran and gathered the broken pieces of bread,
and when I returned she had already brought out some perfect cheeses to match the taste of the slightly sweet
pieces I had in my hand. We laughed about it all. We hadn’t seen each other in years, yet it seemed like not a
day had gone by since last we shared a moment like this. I was in a state of shock and wonder.
In our moments of joyous exchange, her blue dress radiated a soft glow, but there was a familiar sadness in her
gaze. The children she had raised came into the room, and I embraced them. They still knew me. I asked Rachel
why she had changed out of the dress that drew me here, with the sequins and a generous view of her flesh. She
said that it was impossible to keep her breasts concealed in that one, and that it would just be too much to think
about. I nodded and agreed as I remembered rules about this sort of thing shaped the way we navigate our terrain. Such a shame to keep that beauty hidden yet the truth of it is often revealed at such necessary moments.
At this she ran out the door. I felt content enough to let her go without following. I walked to the armoire where
the dress hung. The lifeless limp fabric, awaiting her return, hung on the hanger without a her supple body to fill
it. I knew she was not coming back to me now, so I returned it to its place.

Regina Rogers
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The	
  Greatest	
  Conspiracy	
  
	
  
	
  
The	
  sky	
  is	
  a	
  lie,	
  its	
  shiny	
  veneer	
  a	
  falsehood	
  of	
  hope.	
  	
  It	
  hides	
  death	
  behind	
  light,	
  
turns	
  indomitable	
  darkness	
  into	
  a	
  smiling	
  face,	
  like	
  a	
  portrait	
  from	
  a	
  child,	
  an	
  
illusion,	
  a	
  mocking	
  portrayal.	
  The	
  sky	
  is	
  a	
  lie;	
  the	
  night	
  brings	
  truth,	
  in	
  	
  
Darkness	
  nothing	
  is	
  hidden,	
  all	
  are	
  the	
  same.	
  The	
  indomitable,	
  the	
  Great	
  dark	
  
offering	
  a	
  welcome,	
  “Come	
  and	
  see!”	
  It	
  shouts	
  unafraid	
  to	
  show	
  its	
  glory	
  and	
  terror.	
  	
  	
  
Stars	
  in	
  their	
  truest	
  form	
  burn	
  against	
  the	
  night	
  beckoning	
  to	
  be	
  seen,	
  not	
  to	
  be	
  	
  
out	
  shown	
  by	
  the	
  days	
  mighty	
  culprit	
  Sol	
  who	
  hogs	
  all	
  attention	
  keeping	
  the	
  lie.	
  
Only	
  the	
  dark	
  envelops,	
  as	
  beautiful	
  as	
  the	
  light	
  but	
  cool	
  to	
  the	
  touch,	
  an	
  open	
  
invitation	
  to	
  the	
  Universe.	
  The	
  sky	
  is	
  a	
  lie,	
  keeping	
  from	
  us	
  the	
  truth,	
  treating	
  us	
  like	
  
babes,	
  undeserving.	
  The	
  night	
  is	
  knowledge,	
  wonder,	
  and	
  a	
  different	
  hope,	
  	
  
truer,	
  and	
  unyielding.	
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Cyanotypes
My work illuminates the natural world and enables the viewer to become a tourist
in a surreal display of natural specimens collected from throughout the Los Angeles
area. By affording the viewer an opportunity to experience a symbiotic connection
to nature’s smaller creations, I am hoping a greater appreciation for their intricate
beauty is attained. My lifelong passion for photography and nature, as well as my
darkroom expertise, have merged together to create this body of work called Illuminated Negatives which are color photograms created without the use of film, camera,
or computer. Original Illuminated Negatives are limited edition prints consisting of
leaves, flowers, insects or oceanic specimens. The resulting large scale prints created
by my photogram process allows the viewer to experience heretofore unseen hidden
wonders of the specimens. Color photograms are unique ‘X-ray type’ and shadowlike photographs created in the darkroom by placing objects between light-sensitive
color paper and a light source [color enlarger].
Cyanotypes are the newest series of Illuminated Negatives. This nearly two centuries old photographic process was introduced to the world of photography by Anna
Atkins, who many consider the first Female Photographer. As a long time admirer
of Anna’s work I was inspired to pursue creating cyanotypes. This handmade and
labor intensive printing process, which relies on the UV light of the Sun, renders a
deep blue/cyan image onto water colored paper. After a successful collaboration with
Heal the Bay’s Santa Monica Pier Aquarium, I have teamed up with my hometown
Cabrillo Marine Aquarium to expand the ocean series. Using these new and existing
oceanic photograms, I have created cyanotypes whose vibrant colors are reminiscent
of the hues of the ocean.
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Bleu
By Jay Kantor
Relatively recent revelations have taught me
That pigmented matriculations of blue
Are a figment of our collective consciousness
A demonstration of electrical cranial indoctrination
Surmounting to a blissful morose
A total saturation of wavelength seems inevitable
When considering the overarching obedience of the new proletariat
A collaborative conspiracy of mass proportions
Orchestrated by some meta-patriotic shadow government
That would have you believe that the color spectrum
Only falls between four hundred fifty and four hundred ninety five nanometers
A dense range of azure, indigo, cobalt, and the common teal
Piously positioning us as participants in a free market of spectral
frequency
That is anything but
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i still fantasize about fixing you.
you cant make your bed in other humans
someone should have already told you that.
who taught you to be careless?
who freed you from the weight of things?
i am talented, but i cannot move.
i still fantasize about fixing you.
you cant command the full use of my tongue, and never say my full name.
someone should have already told you that.
who taught you to undress bodies?
who freed you from missing them?
i am beautiful, but i cant smile when i dress.
i still fantasize about fixing you.
you cant breed me to the smell of your sheets, and not let me sleep in them.
someone should have already told you that.
who you taught you to leave those that want to stay?
who freed you from begging?
i am brilliant, but my head cant learn how awful you are.

Michaela Meyers
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by Sean Lyman Frasier
For K
I
There is a machine the size of a whale shark in Sandusky, OH (of Tommy Boy fame) that roars so loudly the
workers all have cauliflower ears inflicted by the volume. The factory workers, all gnarled and pale like cavebanished Morlocks, work twelve hour days without lunch breaks. Each working station is fastened with a hanging water bottle, like a feeding tube in a hamster’s cage.
Lydia was pressed by a man named Abernathy with fingers like old rubber bands. He was a proud man who
viewed each minute of his twelve hours away from the factory as priceless gifts. He fell in love every day, but
never married.

Sometimes it was a bead in someone’s hair, a book they were reading, the way they coughed. He felt every
detail was one more reason to love the world and everyone in it. While pressing each new cup from the massive machine he pictured great adventures with the strangers he loved so dearly: Bicycling across Montana with
the tough tattooed barista who offered him coffee with a sneer each morning, fly-fishing with the black-bearded
parking lot attendant, soaking in a mineral bath with his dying neighbor and her thirteen cats.
He played the banjo in his apartment and could hear his neighbor tapping her foot in rhythm beyond the paperthin wall. If he sang, her cats would meow in harmony. He attended his neighbor’s funeral and kissed her hand,
creating gossip amongst the departed’s extended family. They never exchanged words apart from quiet hellos
and benign exchanges regarding the weather.
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Abernathy always pictured his own death as a quiet doze into deeper darkness while sitting in his recliner, with
a record on the turntable fading from violins into an endless crackle of whispered static. But he was one of
eleven dead in a traffic accident that clogged the highway leading to the factory, delaying workers using public transportation thirty-seven minutes. There was an announcement over the factory loud speakers about his
funeral service, but the speakers were too clogged with dust and cobwebs to hear over the machines.

It was out of this industrial purgatory, this tangle of fantasies and spoiled expectations, that Lydia entered the
world like a stray beam from a forgotten star.
II
She was first purchased for a starter home. Lizzy, a young woman finally on her own, out to make it big in the
big city. She had the face of a star, the voice of an angel. Her whole life she was told Broadway awaits, and so
it did. She worked at information booths, pointing tourists to matinee shows, suggesting chain restaurants with
decent happy hours and short waiting lists. She auditioned for chorus positions, pined to be the understudy for
a supporting role. The casting directors said they’d take her if they didn’t already have seven girls just like her.
After six years waiting for call-backs she moved back to Kansas and started a local theater, casting herself as the
lead. She sold Lydia along with the rest of her kitchenware and appliances on Craigslist.

Lydia was gathered up, clattering around in a cardboard box by Drew, an eager new office manager. He thought
he’d impress upper management if he furnished the new office on the cheap. They never noticed, and never set
foot in the kitchen themselves.

She sat for two years unused in the back of a cupboard with a broken hinge that smelled like stale animal crackers and spilled coffee. Eventually, a pale hand snatched her from the darkness, dragged into the temporary blindness of fluorescent lights. She felt the cold tip of ink tattooing her name on her smooth side in cursive: Lydia.
Water dolphin-splashed into her stomach and her skin cooled like a Gila monster in a midnight desert. Below
the steady drizzle of the water cooler, Lydia thought to herself, “So this is what it feels like to finally know your
place in this world.”
Thin fingers held her close, tapped their manicured nails against her plastic hips with an insectile tpt tpt tpt. The
young lady drank slowly, flipped her hair and revealed a smile. For me, the smile was like Monet seeing lily
pads for the first time.
III
Too little time is spent thinking of the future of objects. A human will die, become the earth, become a watermelon, become a fern, become burdocks or briers.

Sean Lyman Frasier
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But I imagine Lydia will travel hand to hand, mouth to mouth, or perhaps last until a time where humans have
developed beyond these physical characteristics, feeding themselves through osmosis or gesturing with tentacles. In her eternity she will hold Cabernet Sauvignon and freshly-pressed apple cider and Arnold Palmers and
goat’s milk or maybe sand used by a child at Coney Island to dig a hole on the beach. Then maybe at the bottom of that hole the child discovers a coin that dropped out of a gentleman’s pocket several generations prior.
The man searched his pocket for the coin with futility, kicked off the train and told to walk back to Greenpoint.
While waiting for the next train he met the woman he would love for the rest of his life, and they chatted about
their favorite birds while sharing a piña colada poured into a tall glass shaped like a hula girl. His lucky coin
was there, waiting to be found amongst the seashells and burnt tin-foil on the beach.
Back in the office, I watch this sprite sip from Lydia. Our minds are filled with too much noise – clockwork
whirrs and wind-up monkeys crashing cymbals – but when our hands sweat against each other, that summery
melon sweat, the ruckus quiets. We sneak Lydia from the office and the clutches of the old cupboard, bringing
her out into a world away from fax machines and call center chaos. She sits in our kitchen, used often, washed
gently. We are as much hers as she is ours.
A hundred years from now, the sound of retreating shore glides in as if on the wing of some silent owl. Lydia
sits there, nuzzled into the damp stretch of cratered sand, and watches the ocean.
IV
There are landfills as deep as Death Valley and garbage heaps that dwarf the great pyramids. In these graveyards
of discarded objects, a myriad of cups: Styrofoam, plastic sippees, cracked pub pints, Elks Lodge mugs, shot
glasses with crass catchphrases. The owners forgotten, these possessions unpossessed, victims of spring cleaning, neglect, death or death or death.
And there, beneath the rubble, is that Lydia’s blue body? Flattened like a platypus bill, covered in mold, seared
brown, deformed and discolored by some wild fire?
Not in this story.
There is a time for despair and a time for death for all things. There is time for heavy sighs and heavier hearts
that no sound can capture with authenticity. But this story closes with the image that keeps me smirking: Two
people, smiling eyes, a blue cup filled with tea, and that unknown electricity between two souls that’s made eyecontact and conversation the greatest sparks of adventure I’ve ever known.
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Taking Up Spaces in Four Parts
by mel casano
I.
The time
for childish things
is over
Ended?
Over
simplified
Under
appreciated
The time for childish
actions
is
to be considered heavily
Action with purpose
not miscalculations
non calculations
Longing to jump in puddles
Delight in shimmering soap bubbles
The time for child
like
simplicity
and
peace
--this can never be over.
II.
I dream of things that are not
forgetting things that are
Distraction has ruled multitudes of
actions/ inaction
What I could be
do
impress
say
achieve
overwhelmed what
was
(was not?)
happening
in and out of this
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person
shell
Have I even been here?
III.
Torment is
a
tick
tick
clinking
clock
most evil
in the night hours
Peace can feel so
enveloping
and yet it
rips apart at this
mere
tick
tick
click.
IV.
My peace is dependent on this:
Force of will.
A better
wiser
person may say
Kindness
Understanding
Anger and blame leads to pain and chaos.
But my
peace
is a voluble substance
contained entirely
by will
out of fear
of what will happen
if
I
lose
it.

Mel Casano
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